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Mazel Tov to the Rov & Rebbetzen on the birth of a grandson,

born to Mr & Mrs Sholom Cohen.

Mazel Tov to Mr & Mrs Andrew Addleman on the bris this week of

their son, Binyomin Yitzchok

We welcome the bochurim returning for bein hazmanim. We invite

you to use the facilities of the Shul which is open from early

morning to late at night. If anyone requires seforim we don’t

currently hold, please speak to the Rov.

Anyone interested in ordering Hoshanos should please contact

Dov. As usual, a list will be on the Bima during Chol HaMoed.

Welcome Back Bochurim!

Book Your Hoshanos

Mazel Tov to Mr & Mrs Bobby Graham on the engagement of their

son Yanky to Avigail Feldman of London.

PARKING!
Despite notices and announcements in the newsletter, people

continue to park dangerously on Bury New Road outside the Shul.

Please note that there is no parking between Park Street and the

white box near the Sem.

If you see people parking in these places please ask them to move

elsewhere.

Ladies Learning Programme
The ladies learning programme continues on Sunday (19th

September) evening. Chavrusa learning takes place in the hall from

8.15-9.00pm followed by a shiur from Rabbi Y Y Rubenstein.

The regular schedule restarts after Succos.

PARKING!
Despite notices and announcements in the newsletter, people

continue to park dangerously on Bury New Road outside the Shul.

Please note that there is no parking between Park Street and the

white box near the Sem.

If you see people parking in these places please ask them to move

elsewhere.

Avinu Malkeinu Rabbi Label Lam (Torah.org)

“Avinu Malkeinu”-Our Father our King; be gracious with us and answer

us, though we have no worthy deeds, treat us with us charity and

kindliness and save us! (Machzor)

These are concluding words of Avinu Malkeinu- Our Father, our King,

which is a prayer that we recite on Rosh HaShana and Yom Kippur and

the days in between. It is based on a Talmudic account of a successful

heavenly appeal launched by the great Rabbi Akiva. (Tractate Taanis

25B) It’s not clear why this particular formulation proved more potent

than other attempts to bring a timely rain but it worked and so we

employ an expanded adaptation on these auspicious days. Perhaps

it’s the balanced approach between two necessary ingredients, as we

relate to our Creator as both a loving Father and a King to be feared.

Looking over the 44 bold requests listed in the full length version

spelled out in our Siddurim and Machzorim it’s hard to figure which are

the petitions of a servant pleading to his king and which represent the

call of a son to his adoring dad. It may not be necessary that they be

categorized this way or the other and even if there is a distinction to be
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made it might not be detectable from the text alone. How else can one

figure if this an “Avinu” or a “Malkeinu” dominant request?

The Dubno Maggid ztl. had a revealing insight into the “Avinu Malkeinu”.

He wondered why the first 43 requests are boldly shouted out loud

while the last one- listed above, is said in a quiet undertone. Not

surprisingly he answered with a parable:

The Dubno Maggid explained that so it is with us during these days

when so much lies in the balance. We open our mouths with an almost a

brazen familiarity, like a child who calls his father from school or camp

A wealthy merchant was a
frequent customer of a certain wholesaler. Every time he needed
merchandise to sell he would make it his business to go first to the
storage facility of this large provider of goods. He would walk
proudly throughout the warehouse pointing to various products
and commanding that “I want a hundred skids of this and a gross
of that and a ton of some of those over there” and the workers
would scramble to fill his large orders and load his truck up with
the goods he was purchasing. That’s how it worked season after
season and year after year.

Hard financial times began to overtake the merchant. He wanted
very much to keep his fiscal failings as private as possible.
Therefore he would stride confidently as was his custom onto the
loading dock and go about in his usual manner of pointing and
calling out for big orders until his truck was brimming. However,
since his business had suffered so, he had no monies with which
to pay the wholesale provider for everything now sitting in his
truck. So he quietly approached the owner of the business and
humbly admitted, “I have no means with which to pay now. Is it
possible that you can extend me a little credit?”
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The following phrases/words come in the

Artscroll Maczhor in the order given.

a) How many can you find in the

b) What do they mean?
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and feels so at ease and comfortable to ask for whatever he needs,

“Abba, I need new shoes! Abba I need a new suit! Abba, please send

money!” The good father always is there and ready to fulfill his child’s

vital requests.

However, once the child realizes the extent to which goodness is

being extended to him, his heart overflows with gratitude and humility

and so he surrenders himself weeping quietly in an undertone as one

absolutely dependent upon and completely subservient to a king. He

begs for credit and admits privately that he is utterly destitute and in

need of Tzedaka and Chessed- charity and kindliness.

Avinu Malkeinu…Send us all that we need and more…may we find

favor in the eyes of

The sun is already beginning to set in the western sky. As the precious

final minutes of the holiest day of the year slip away, we reach one of its

celebrated high points - the haftorah reading which relates the story of

Jonah and the whale.

This famous yet thoroughly baffling story opens with Hashem sending

Avinu Malkeinu!

Jonah's Dilemma Rabbi Naftali Reich (Torah.org)

Machzor Search
Jonah as a divine messenger to the huge Assyrian metropolis of Ninveh.

The city had descended to a level of decadence that was simply

intolerable, and destruction was imminent. Only immediate

repentance would bring about a reprieve. Jonah, however, does not

want to undertake this mission, and he attempts to flee from Hashem.

He books passage on a ship which will carry him far away from Ninveh,

but a sudden storm threatens to tear the ship apart. The sailors cast lots,

and Jonah is tossed into the sea, where he is swallowed by a whale.

From the belly of the whale, Jonah cries out to Hashem in anguish and

despair and pleads for deliverance. Hashem answers Jonah's prayer.

The whale spits him out onto the shore, and he sets off at once for

Ninveh, where his message is greeted with consternation. The people

don sackcloth and repent, and the city is spared.

The obvious question leaps at us from the page: Jonah was

undoubtedly a very holy man if Hashem granted him the gift of

prophecy. How then did he have the effrontery to refuse to serve as

the messenger of Heaven?

Our Sages tell us that Jonah was concerned for the welfare of the

Jewish people who, at that time, were also guilty of grievous sins in

spite of the repeated warnings of the great prophets. They explain

Jonah feared the people of evil Ninveh, a nation of degenerate pagans,

would heed his prophetic warning and repent, causing the Jewish

people, the custodians of the Torah, to suffer by comparison. They

would stand indicted before the bar of Heavenly justice with nothing

to say in their own defense. Therefore, Jonah chose to flee rather than

bring down retribution on the heads of his people.

But the questions still remain: Did Jonah think he could frustrate the

divine plan by fleeing on a ship? Did he think Hashem would find no

other way to offer Ninveh the option of repentance? And even if he

thought his flight could somehow benefit the Jewish people, what

right did he have to suppress the prophecy entrusted to him?

Furthermore, what lesson are we meant to derive from this story in the

climactic moments of Yom Kippur? Is it only meant to present us with

another example of disaster avoided through timely repentance? Or is

there also a deeper significance in the central theme of the story, which

revolves around Jonah's attempt to extricate himself from his mission?

The commentators explain that Jonah certainly had no illusions about

thwarting the divine plan. If Hashem wanted to warn Ninveh that only

repentance could save them, He undoubtedly would. However,

Jonah had such an overpowering love for the Jewish people that he

could not bear to be the agent of their misfortune. In desperation, he

resolved to flee so that Hashem's will would be fulfilled through some

other channel. He was fully aware of the magnitude of his act and the

dire consequences he would probably suffer for his disobedience,

but the alternative was unbearable.

Hashem, however, chose not to send a different messenger to Ninveh.

Instead, He sent storms and whales to force Jonah to return and

accept his mission. The message to Jonah was very clear, and it

resonates down through the ages to reach us every Yom Kippur. Jonah

had no right to weigh the pros and cons of obeying Hashem's

command. He did not have the option of deciding whether or not to

obey. If Hashem commanded him to go to Ninveh, then that was what

he was obliged to do, and no amount of rationalization could change

it. A person has to subjugate himself completely to the divine will, to

obey without question, reservation or rationalization. Hashem

undoubtedly knew of Jonah's love for his people, and if He

nevertheless sent him on his mission, Jonah had no choice but to obey.

In our own lives, we sometimes bend the rules to suit our

convenience. We fall into the trap of "situation ethics," seeking a middle

ground between our desires and the dictates of our Creator. We

rationalize. We equivocate. We compromise. Like Jonah, we seek to

escape the strictures imposed on us by our innermost conscience. But

in actuality, as Jonah discovered so painfully, it is not for us to make

value judgments about the divine will. Total acceptance may indeed

be difficult from time to time, but overall, it is the only path to spiritual

tranquillity and fulfillment.


